In this paper, the famous three-door problem is taken as the research object, the probability of the participant getting the car is analyzed at first. Then the simulation experiment is carried out by using Mathematica programming. The simulation results verify the conclusion of the analysis. At the end the problem is generalized by increasing the number of doors and the program host opens a number of doors randomly. The probability of obtaining the car is analyzed and the results are verified by simulation experiments. It may cause further discussion on learning mathematical theories with applying mathematical software.
Introduction
The initial intention of mathematics education is to lead students to learn to use mathematics to solve various problems in real life and various researches. With the development of software technology to today, the combination of mathematics teaching and mathematics software application will greatly improve the efficiency of mathematics learning. This paper analyzes an interesting probability problem in order to expound my humble opinion.
Three-door problems (Monty Hall problem), also known as Monty Hall problem (or paradox Monty Hall), from the American television game show named as Let's Make a Deal. The problem of name comes from the show's host Monty Hall (Monty Hall).
People attending the games will see three closed the door, one behind the door there is a car, select a car somewhere behind that door can win the car, the other two doors behind each in possession of a goat. When being tested person selected a door, but not to open it, and the program host will open one of the others, of cause there stand one goat. The program host will ask the person whether or not to change his choice, to select the other door left. So the question for the being tested person is: whether it is true or not that changing his choice will increase his chance of winning a car?
In strict accordance with the above conditions, that is, the program host opened the door and showed a goat behind the door. So if the participant changes his original choice, it will increase the probability of his winning the car. The conclusion is that If you don't change the door, you have only 1/3 chance of winning the car. If you change the door, you will have a 2/3 chance of winning the car.
While the conclusion listed above is not logically contradictory, it seems counterintuitive. The problem also appeared in the book named 'Calculation of Probability' by Joseph Bertrand, so it is also known as Bertrand's Box Paradox.
In order to facilitate the calculation of probability and simulation, the three-door problem can be summarized again as follows:
1) There are three closed doors, only one door hidden a car behind it, the other two doors have a goat behind them respectively.
2) Before the test, the car is equally likely to be placed behind one of the three doors.
3) The participant can chooses (not open) any one of the three doors (of cause his wish is to win the car). He does not know what is behind the doors.
4) The program host knows what's behind each door. 5) If the person picks a door that there is a goat behind it, the program host must pick and open another door with a goat behind. 6) If the participant chooses the right door (the car is behind), the program host will pick and open one of the others randomly.
The participant would be asked whether he would stick with his original choice or switch to choose the remaining door. It all boils down to one question: does changing the choice really increase a his chances of getting a car? At some point, some people feel that the probability of getting a car seems to be the same whether they choose to change it or not. The following is a detailed analysis of the probabilistic significance of the problem.
Mathematical Principle of the Three-Door Problem
If you have learned the basic knowledge of probability theory, it is easy to analyze the mathematical principle of this problem. Now we begin the analysis, and let H denotes host, and P stands for the participant. Assume that the random event A={P choosing the right door behind which the car is hidden at the beginning}, A ={P choosing a door behind which a goat is hidden at the beginning}, C={P get the car successfully at the end} It is obvious that the probability
; According to participant's decision at last, when calculating the probability of obtaining a car, two situations should be considered: the participant does not change his first choice, and the participant changes the first choice.
Case 1. The participant does not change his first choice, the probability can be calculated as
P C P C A P A P C A P
Case 2. The participant changes his first choice, the probability can be calculated as
P C P C A P A P C A P A
(2)
So the conclusion of the analysis is that the probability of obtaining a car P(C) is greatly improved by changing the first choice.
Simulation of the Probability for Three-door Problem
Mathematica programming is applied for simulation: to simulate the two goats and a car to be placed randomly behind three doors denoted as {1,2,3} with equal probability model. The participant will randomly select a door and the program host will randomly open a door (with a goat behind). The participant has two choices as follows: 1). Stick to the original choice and do not change the door (case 1), 2). The door must be changed, and the remaining door must be chosen (case 2)
The following is a Mathematica statement, which simulates the whole process of randomly placing a car or a goat behind each door, randomly simulating the probability of selecting and opening the door and finally calculating the probability of winning the car. We present our Mathematica program named threegt[n,yn]. For example, run the program one time, the participant does not change the first choice. threegt[10000,"no"] (the number of the event happened is 10000) the result is : the theoretical probability of nochange is 1/3=0.333333; the simulated probability of nochange is 0.3394; The participant changes the first choice. threegt[10000,"y"] (the number of the event happened is 10000), the theoretical probability of change is 2/3=0.666667; the simulated probability of nochange is 0.6668; For different simulation times, the experimental results (obtained in a certain operation) are shown in table 1.The simulation results are in good agreement with the theoretical analysis. The above analysis is certainly a succinct illustration of three-door problem that have become popular throughout the United States.
Simple Generalization of the Three-door Problem
In the teaching of mathematics, the reader naturally wonders: what will happen if the number of doors increases? If the number of doors n=4,8,10,20,30, respectively, the number of doors opened by the program host is 2,6,.., namely n-2 doors, what is the better decision on changing the first choice or not ? While the program host randomly opens m (1 2) m n doors, how should the participant make a decision? What happens to the probability of getting a car?
Next, analyze the case of n=4 and m=1(the program host opens a door with a goat behind it), Assumptions are the same as before. So the results are easy to obtain as follows. 
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(3) Case 2. The door must be changed, so the probability is easy to obtained as below 1 1 3 3 | | 0 4 2 4 8
(4)
In the more general case, there are n( 3) n doors and m=1 (the program host still open only one door with a goat behind it), so according to the assumptions listed above, it is easy to get the results as follow The more general situation is that there stand n( 
In a word, no matter how many doors the program host opens (e.g., m( 2) m n doors), the participant should choose to change the door to increase the probability of winning the car, theoretical result shown in equation (10). The paradox at the beginning of this paper is no longer confused. Mathematica programming was used to realize the simulation of the above results. The results of one experiment are shown in table 3. 
Conclusion
In life, there often occurs some problems looks be like simple, or intuitively obvious, and seems can be solved easily. They maybe cause readers to find the mathematical theory hidden them, and consciously to promote and expand the result of the first answer, sometimes to make its conclusion is more general. It can cultivate a sense or a habit of discovering, understanding and applying mathematical principles, this is the original aspiration and mission of a mathematics educator. At the same time, it is better to use Mathematica to present numerical simulation of problems to the reader as practical experience, to help readers understanding of the theoretical analysis. In the teaching process of all possible occasions, to a certain extent, it is better to practice the concept of 'learning for practical use'. This paper only presents a little experience of the author, aiming to enlighten readers' ability to analyze and solve problems by mathematical theory, and thus lay a foundation for improving students' mathematical quality.
